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Recent updates

OPS - an option to close JL has been added (version 63)
REQUESTS-QUOTES - additional features have been introduced (version 63)
CREW - CALENDAR - beta version of new CREW DUTIES called CALENDAR has been released
(version 62)
MARKETPLACES - integration with FlyEasy marketplace has been developed (version 62)
REQUESTS-QUOTES - possibility of creating Client and Representative within this section
(version 62)
REQUESTS-QUOTES - we have added new functionalities (version 62)
OPS TIMELINE - it is now possible to add Day Note in Timeline view (version 62)
SHOW SCHEDULE - it is now possible to send 'ASM' messages from this panel (version 62)
REPORT WIZARD - new options are implemented (version 62)
REPORT WIZARD - calculation of CO2 in scope FLIGHT (version 62)
REPORT WIZARD - new reports now available (version 62)
MOBILE APP - we have added new options (version 61)
SCHED - new functionalities available (version 61)
REQUESTS-QUOTES - new features introduced to this panel(version 61)
REPORTS - new report SAFTE-FAST now available(version 61)
MAINTENANCE - we are now integrated with TRAXXALL software (version 60)
REPORT WIZARD - a new scope 'Crew Roster' has been added, as well as other features
(version 60)
SALES DOCUMENTS - new Leon layouts of various sales documents available (version 60)
FUEL UPLIFT - we have introduced a possibility of defining different fuel unit for the 'Uplift'
(version 59)
FUEL PRICES - an option to switch between Base and Total fuel prices has been added (version
59)
CREW PANEL - some improvements have been implemented (version 59)
SALES MODULE - a new option 'Minimum flight time' has been implemented (version 59)
MOBILE APP - adding Journey Log in offline mode is now possible (version 58)
CREW PANEL - new features added (version 58)
REPORT WIZARD - new features implemented (version 58)
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